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New Product News.

Cummoron's
Pig Head
Sausages!
What customers say:
Fulfilling sausage with an
after-taste that reminds me
of something!
Miss Take, Bristol.
There's nothing like a
mouthful of Cummoron's!
Mr G. Ozporn, Cheshire.
Contains Cummoron's fullbodied discharge of
flavour.
Ms T. May, Kent.
Cummorons sausage has
always given me a lot of
pleasure.
Mr Clegg, Sheffield.
A real spunky sausage!
Mr B. Johnson, London.

WARNING: May contain wiry hair.

Special Offer.
Subject to availability

Buy one pack for the
price of two and get
one FREE!
A pigs head with a splash of Cummoron's
special ingredient!
Manufactured by The Bestiality Boys Ltd.
69 Wetdream Way, Stains. Middx.

Disclaimer:
Fockham Hall Times is against all forms of totalitarianism. We believe in revealing the truth,
regardless of how ugly or inconvenient the truth may be.

Editorial.

Fockham Hall Times

Greetings from Fockham Hall, now the
fourth smallest country in the world –
unless you know differently!
People declaring their home as a
country is really catching on!
Citizenship is a contract that's forced
upon us at birth, we don't have a
choice in the matter. Therefore it's
better to be head of state of your own
country than a citizen in a country,
such as Britain, that's run by a criminal
bunch of Psychopaths.
Giving ourselves royal names and
titles is an excellent way of demoting
the royal family. We are led to believe
Mad Lizzy is the Queen because an
invisible weirdy beardy man in the sky
said so! If that's not bovine excrement,
I don't know what is!
We are supposed to bow and humble
ourselves to the royals. I believe they
are a bunch of freaky inbreeds. The
royals have the best P.R money can
buy, that's how they survive. It is my
belief If people knew the truth about
the royals they would probably leg it
out of this country quicker than a
greyhound with a rocket up its rear! If
we all declare ourselves as royal, that
makes the royals commoners!
Even if they put a polling booth outside
my house, sorry I mean country, I still
wouldn't vote!
To me the House of Commons is a
place where ugly people, usually
psychopaths, on an ego trip give the
illusion they are running the country.
In reality the civil service runs the
country and the banking families with
their financial fraud secretly dictates to
the country.
Therefore it's wrong to call
Government members of the House of
Conmen, sorry I mean Commons,
politicians.

What Britain needs is
Whoopee cushions filled with
gravy on selective seats in
the House of Commons!

Successive government politicians are
really illusionists whose job has always
been to cunningly extort money out of
us to pay off a debt to their banking
chums that doesn't exist!!
Wouldn't it be marvellous if someone
placed whoopee cushions, filled with
gravy, on selective seats in the House
of Commons!
They wouldn't do that in the House of
Lords as the members are so geriatric
they wouldn't notice any difference!
We are now told that Middle Eastern
Men wearing bedsheets, whose wives
dress as Darth Vader are carrying out
naughty acts of terrorism, I don't think
so!
The 24/7 news coverage of the Paris
false outrage has a lot in common with
the propaganda prior to World War
One, history repeats itself!
In true Fockham Hall style there's a
false flag souvenir special on
pages 4 and 5.
Most psycho politicians appear to have
a mental age that matches their shoe
size! They like to be important. A way
of taking them off their pedestal is to
laugh at them and reveal truth via
humour.
Keep laughing,
H.R.H Baron Von Fockham.
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B.O, CFN (Cadbury's Fruit and Nut),
Dip Stick, Ego Trip, F.A.E
(Flatulent Artist Extraordinaire).
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JFK endeavoured to
introduce Debt Free
Currency.
Did you know: The CIA
Invention of the Phrase,
“Conspiracy Theory” to block
questions on JFK’s
Assassination is said to be
“One of the Most Successful
Propaganda Initiatives of All
Time.”

A politician allegedly syphoned off a
considerable sum of money into a
UK political party and an innocent
scientist, who knew too much, was
allegedly “Suicided!”
People are also finding out about
the Finchley Road money
laundering scam, where dirty money
allegedly finances several UK
political parties.”

Finance News.
Invest in Toilet Paper!
Get in now whilst the going is good!

As people in the West soil themselves
worrying about terrorism and WWIII,
sales of toilet paper are going through
the roof!
Government agencies are also
stockpiling toilet paper.
A Westminster insider told us: “Many
politicians are also soiling themselves
whilst desperately making up laws to
prevent people discovering the truth.
They can't stop an increasing number
of people finding out about the South
African nuclear bomb fraud.
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The insider went on to say:
“Politicians involved in the alleged
frauds now spend a lot of their time
in the toilet!
In an emergency, Westminster staff
often knock on the toilet door
saying, “Please come out, there's a
crisis out here!” The reply is
normally, “There's a crisis in here as
well!”

False Flag Outrage Souvenir Special.
History of False Outrages.
The German Kaiser
had a bigger battleship
than Britain's King
George's! It was a
whopper!

1890's to 1914
Whilst Queen Victoria was
on the throne the Kaiser had
better kinky leather boots
than she had and she was
none too pleased about it!
The Royals got together with
their banking chums and
decided to start a war. A war
is much more fun than fox
hunting. It makes banks and
the Royals shed loads of
money and it has the added
bonus of killing lots of those
nasty poor people!

Queen
Victoria often
thought she
was a table,
hence reason
she had a
tablecloth and
sugar bowl
balancing on
her head.
She was also
worried about
the size of
The Kaiser's
weapon, she
couldn't
handle it!

The only problem was how
to get Britain's nasty poor
people to fight Germany's
nasty poor people?

1938 Munich Crisis
In 1933 that jolly chap Hitler
came to power in Germany. He
told the corrupt banks where
they could stick their usury
scam!
He then had the audacity to
print his own honest debt free
currency! Germany went from
economic bust to boom almost
overnight! Unemployment,
poverty and homelessness
disappeared!
The banksters were horrified
and threw a tantrum! An
economic boycott of Germany
in 1933 hadn't worked! The
Banksters feared losing control
of their corrupt fraudulent debt
based empire!

The answer was very
simple. The banks owned
the phoney democratic
government and owned the
newspapers (Rothschild’s
own Reuters).
The press started inventing
and printing anti-German
propaganda and the gullible
people of Britain believed it!
Around two decades later,
come 1914 when King
George was on the throne,
people were fired up by the
press and keen to go and kill
those nasty Germans.
Success! All based upon a
pack of lies!

Hitler wasn't
only The
Chancellor of
Germany he
was a very
naughty boy!

Naughty Hitler had to be
destroyed so the banksters did
what they did before. They
owned the Government and
media so they hurriedly made
up nasty things about Mr Hitler
and those ghastly Germans!
In addition to kinky
boots, The Kaiser
could grow a better
moustache than
Queen Victoria,
she wasn't
amused!
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The gullible British public
believed it and come 1939 the
masses were keen to go and kill
those nasty Germans. Success!
Again, all based upon a pack of
lies!
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For the banksters that were
not forced to fight in it, the
Vietnam War was much more
fun than baseball!

2001 to Present.

1964 Vietnam

War on non-existent Terrorism.

The Bay of Tonkin incident

Naughty countries that have lots of
oil sloshing about such as Iraq and
Libya economically did what naughty
Hitler did and JFK tried to do. They
printed their own debt free currency!
Thus bringing prosperity to their
citizens.

The Banksters financed Communism
and Capitalism but had a problem.
They wanted to make even more
money whilst killing lots of nasty
American poor people! The banksters
desperately needed a nice juicy long
term war. Vietnam seemed a good
place to start one.

Oil rich Syria and Iran also print their
own debt free currency.

The problem was how they could
convince the gullible American public
they were in danger of being taken
over by oriental men on bicycles who
eat rice and live a long way from
America. Bit difficult eh!

The banksters were desperate to
destroy countries printing their own
debt free currency and needed to
make even more money out of a
long term war.
The answer was simple! Use false
flag terrorism as an excuse to
invade those countries!

No problem, Banks dictated to the
phoney democratic government and
owned mainstream media so decided
to invent an outrage that never
happened!

The CIA and Israel destabilise the
Middle East by secretly funding and
training mercenaries to overthrow
legitimate countries and create a
refugee crisis!

The Bankster owned media told the
gullible American public that nasty
oriental men on bicycles, who eat rice,
had been very naughty. They had fired
upon an innocent American ship that
just happened to be in The Bay of
Tonkin, off the Vietnamese coast,
listening into those oriental men
ordering their chicken fried rice with
noodles! It has since been officially
admitted the incident was a CIA hoax!

Western Government operatives
then carry out atrocities on their own
people, blaming the outrages on
terrorists from the countries to be
invaded! The bank owned media
then hype the populous into a frenzy
of hate and fear! The ignorant
masses then support military action!
So there we have it, 9/11 was a
massive insurance fraud and an
inside job. The London bombings
and recent Paris outrage have all
the hallmarks of inside jobs.

Shock, horror, outrage. The American
public were instantly convinced those
naughty oriental men were out to take
over America! The banksters had
achieved their objective and America
went to war based upon a complete
pack of lies.

The west is now going to war that's,
as usual, based upon a pack of lies.
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Charity Page
Together we can cure G.P.S.
Sufferers of G.P.S (Government Propaganda Syndrome) only
believe what the government tells them via the BBC or the
controlled mass media. If you meet a G.P.S sufferer remember to
speak slowly. Don't use words longer than marmalade as it will
confuse them. The condition rapidly diminishes intelligence and
understanding of fact based evidence.
Sadly no-hope cases give a smug grin and accuse you of being a
Conspiracy Theorist. Please be sympathetic of their condition.

Please give
generously,
together we can
cure G.P.S.
Please Support

F OFF
Friends Of Fockham
Freedom.

The BBC has chronic
“Government Propaganda
Syndrome.”

Fockham is an independent
country surrounded by Zionist
occupied United Kingdom.

News teams and news
readers wander around in
a zombie like state.

It is probably one of the smallest
countries in the world. The BBC
continues to broadcast alleged
subversive propaganda, intended for
the entire Zionist occupied United
Kingdom. This air wave pollution can
accidentally be tuned into in Fockham.
Listening to it can affect mental health.
Despite complaints the BBC has the
audacity to want payment to enable
them to continue polluting the air-waves!

They regurgitate
information from the
government like a parrot.
They are unable to think
for themselves.
We must find a cure for
G.P.S.

This must stop, we need your support.
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Sick Party Games.
Very Macabre initiation fun for deviant psychopaths everywhere!

Todger in Pig Head.
Could this
allegedly be the
UK's beloved
leader in his
youth?

Pecker up the Rear.
According to a “Mistress” one of her clients is now a very well known
senior politician. Allegedly he liked being whipped. Nowadays, I'm sure
there's no shortage of people keen to whip him free of charge!
The senior politician also allegedly spoke of some very mentally sick
and cruel initiations whereby a young live pidgin’s head was shoved up
someone’s backside!
Again, nowadays I feel sure Instead of a live pidgin’s head there would
be no shortage of people keen to shove a red hot poker up his rear end.
Handle first so he burns his hands getting it out!
For legal reasons we are not allowed to say who the politician is but the
book “Whipping up a Storm” by Natalie Rowe is worth reading.

Thought of the Day Competition.
Did you know Stalin once said the following:
“The easiest way to gain control of the population is for the
state to carry out acts of terror. The public will clamour for
draconian laws if their personal security is threatened. ”

History repeats itself. Have you joined
the dots yet?
If you DON'T suffer from G.P.S. (please see opposite page)
it will be glaringly obvious.
If you DO suffer from very mild G.P.S. (please see opposite
page) perhaps the image on the left may give you a clue!
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The Wherethefukarwe Tribe.
Long before the Romans invaded Britain, the Wherethefukarwe
tribe were a race of very short people. They lived in an area of
very long grass. The tribe had a terrible sense of direction.
After a day of hunting in the long grass, the tribe had a strange
ritual. They would get on each others shoulders to form a human
pyramid. The man at the top would scan the horizon, then shout
“WHERETHEFUKARWE!”
The tribe lived near another tribe called the “Whothefukaryou.”
They didn't like strangers!
Nobody knows what happened to the Wherethefukarwe tribe but
scientists believe their descendants are now working on cheap
Chinese Sat-Navs that send you in the wrong direction!

Could Eric Pickles Flatulence be Responsible
for Global Warming and Tsunamis?
Eric Pickles MP is allegedly
causing a bit of a stink!
Ministers are worried that if
he eats Brussels Sprouts the
entire parliament building may
have to be evacuated.
An insider said, “The strength
of his flatulence could lift the
varnish off a coffee table!”

Eric Pickles MP allegedly clears the
street after breaking wind!

Government backed alleged false charities and alleged phoney foundations
are now being set up to make the public feel guilty for global warming that in
reality doesn't exist.
Scientists are allegedly hurriedly being bribed to produce bogus climatic
charts to frighten the public into paying more taxes to make the banks richer
and save the planet. In reality the planet is fine the real problem is the banks!
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